VALE – ROY (BILL) CUST 1930 - 2005

L

ake Cooper Quarries lost one of its
legendary carriers with the death of Bill
Cust on Saturday 28th May. Slim Dusty’s
trucking ballads provided a theme for a
fitting tribute to Bills life at the Thanksgiving
Service.
Bill started carting from Lake Cooper in
1973 and continued through until the mid
90’s when he handed over the reins to his
son Peter (Perc). For a time in the late 80’s
Peters brother Ian and Peter Bloomfield, a
current Lake Cooper member of staff, also
drove Bills trucks with Bill backing up on
the maintenance side at home base.
Bill always had an eye out for
opportunities to sell Lake Cooper product
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in the market. He provided constant
feedback on how our product was
performing “on the road” which lead
to product refinements by the then
Quarry Manager Roy Webb.

I

Bill understood how to make
a transport business tick and he
freely gave his knowledge to new
drivers starting out. Trevor Brown
recently acknowledged the assistance
he received from Bill early in his
learning days at Lake Cooper in the
90’s.

t is often said that a business is only as good as its
people. I trust that everybody that works for or deals
with Mawsons feels that they have made an important
contribution to the wellbeing of our company. This
is our aim. As our company grows, we need to
continually examine the way that we do things. This
doesn’t mean starting from scratch in everything that
we do, but always trying to stay “ahead of the pack”
so that we can adequately meet our customers and
employee needs.
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BUSINESS MANAGERS

Our sympathy is extended to the
Cust families.

Message from Alan Wilkins
Around the Traps

DRY STONE WALL COURSE

E

arlier in the year Phil Ryan,
John Christian, and Shirley
Dobie attended a Dry Stone
Wall Building course run at
Glenormiston College. A much
greater appreciation is now
held of the skill and effort which
was put in by our pioneers who
gathered, sorted and placed the
stones to build the magnificent
stone walls that are still evident in
some parts of Victoria.
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lenrowan Granite has been
effectively used at the back of the
Cohuna office to form a garden wall
and garden beds. The stonemasonry
work was completed by Shawn Symes
from Castlemaine. Shawn painstakingly
worked on the rock to complete the
four pillars and walls which will now be
enhanced by plants, water feature and
larger rocks. Staff are looking forward
to being able to utilize the area for lunch
and tea breaks.

Congratulations to
Brian Costigan and his partner Fiona who
are the proud new parents of a 8 lb baby
boy - Thomas Henry.
Thomas was born 7th February 2005
at 2.15 pm.
And also
Lake Boga’s Darren Colville and wife Karina
who have another son and brother for
Rory – Fraser Thomas. Fraser was born on
Wednesday 23rd February 2005 at 5.45am,
weighing 7 lb 13 oz.

Lee Bombardieri – Concrete
John Mawson – Quarries
Geoff Hall – Sales and Marketing
Brendan Dickson – Finance and Administration.

recent fatality at one of Melbourne’s quarries
once again highlights the need for all of us to
A
be vigilant in our approach to safety. We are aiming

to have a culture that identifies any incidents, which
through a different set of circumstances many have led
to a serious injury or fatality, to be quickly reported
and, if appropriate, introduce measures to ensure that
they do not happen in the future. It is only when all
incidences are reported and acted upon that we have
any chance of reducing serious accidents. In his book
The 7 Habits of Highly effective people Stephen Covey
says “Almost all of the world class athletes and other
peak performers are visualisers. They see it; they feel
it; they experience it before they actually do it. They
begin with the end in mind”. When starting a new
task or something that looks a little different make
sure that you spend time seeing any risks or hazards
clearly, vividly, relentlessly over and over again and
if necessary produce a Job Safety Analysis (JSA) with
your colleagues to minimize the risk of injury.
Our end in mind is no accidents !!!
Alan Wilkins, Managing Director

AROUND THE TRAPS....
COBRAM
n the weekend of 14th & 15th May there was
a Lifestyle Expo held at the Cobram Show
O
grounds. Mawsons had a stand displaying Concrete,

HAY ROAD
Here we are helping out the RTA with some Stabilized
Sand for their drainage pipes under the road.
These roadworks took place about 20 km north of
Deni on the Hay road and are now completed after
quite a few loads were delivered on site to a very
happy road crew.

DENILIQUIN
ith our local concreters keeping us busy
throughout most of the firs half of the year,
W
things seem to have slowed a little as we move

towards the half way mark of the year. However the
town of Deniliquin still seems to have a very positive
attitude towards the future. Here are a few samples of
some of the work we have completed.

FAMILY DAY

D

for managing the performance of their business in
the safe and efficient production and delivery of
either products or services to our customers. The four
managers are:

Quarry and Granitgard products. The Expo was
attended by many people throughout the region and
was hailed a huge success. We had many inquiries
over the weekend. The stand was manned by Shirley
Dobie and Peter Beriman. It was there that we were
introduced to Lindsay Jack of Elite Concrete Grinding
and Coatings. He is very keen to align himself to a
concrete company and we have been having further
discussions.

COHUNA OFFICE

STORK TALK......

have recently rearranged our senior management
team by appointing four business managers whose
Iprimary
role and focus is to have direct responsibility

SAFETY

on’t forget to make a
note in your diary of
our next FAMILY DAY to be
held on October 2nd 2005
at the Bendigo Jockey Club.
We will be after numbers
and forwarding more
details shortly.

CONTACT:
HEAD OFFICE:
COHUNA

141 King George St
Cohuna 3568

Ph: (03) 5456 2409
Fax: (03) 5456 2428

Email:mawsons@mawsons.com.au

FOUR POSTS BRIDGE
Mawsons Deniliquin delivering a load to the Four
Posts Bridge,
built by local
construction
company,
Murray
Constructions.
This bridge
was completed
in the early
part of 2005
and is now fully
operational

IRRIGATION CHANNEL
With the channels being drained this time of year it's
a good time for new work to be done. Here we are
at a site 60 km north of Deni, just one of many sites
along the Channel to be rejuvenated.
Another satisfied customer from Deni.

SCATOPLUS

AROUND THE TRAPS CONT....
SHEPPARTON
ello from all at the Shepparton plant.
During the last month we have seen
H
a few personal changes within our plant.

Leonard Natalizio has left us to further his
trade of origin, diesel mechanics. We would
like to thank Leonard for his contribution and
efforts over the period of his employment.
With Leonards departure we have seen the
inclusion of two new drivers, Travis Waters
and Colin Miller. We would like to welcome
them to our team and wish them all the best.
Andrew Gainsworthy has taken over the
helm from Leonard and has recently taken
Truck No. 117 to the Alexandra Truck Show.
No awards were won but Truck 117 gave a
strong display representing the company. The
return of Bruce Gribben has been a great
asset to the transport division, bringing a
wealth of knowledge and experience and we
wish Bruce all the best for the future. We have
just taken delivery of a new conveyor system
for the loading of colour and other additives,
which has eliminated a few Health and Safety
issues. In closing it has been a busy last
couple of months and we would like to
thank everyone who contributed in some
way or another.

CASTLEMAINE
ome welcome rain has slowed things up in
S
Castlemaine. There are some good projects
coming up in the second half of the year, for
example a ten million dollar, 60 bed aged
care complex is planned for the Castlemaine
Hospital which is due to start in September
or October this year. We have quoted to an
Adelaide company called Leed Constructions
to supply around 1,000 m3 of mixed strength
concrete for the spillway upgrade at the
Barkers Creek reservoir.

BARHAM
awsons Barham are busy supplying
M
concrete for the Murray Eden Retirement
Village. This venture providing lifestyle
retirement, at Teddy's Place Barham, involves
an 85 unit development with Community
Centre. It is expected to be completed over
approximately five years.

GLENROWAN QUARRIES
he upgrade of the pug mill to include
Tsuccess
a cement silo has proved to be a great
with the delivery to date of 10,000

tonnes of 20 mm Class 3 Cement stabilized
crushed rock to the new destitution warehouse
at Barnawartha near Wodonga. The
introduction of cement stabilized products from

M

Glenrowan is seen to enhance the Glenrowan
product range.
Mawsons latest purchase to its mobile fleet
is a new Tamrock ranger 800 drill rig to
replace the LM 500C rig. The new drilling rig
is pictured here on hire to Boral at Cosgrove
along with Mawsons Panterra rig. Pictured
with the rigs are operators Hans Saritschniy
and Ron Cowan.

awsons Concrete team in Bendigo have
been delighted to have been involved
in the progress of a local producer of
substrate for the mushroom growing industry
– ScatoPlus. This is an extract from a report
prepared by the owners of ScatoPlus, Bill
Littleson and Mick Surridge.
We started our operation on a small
site close to the town of Bridgewater near
Bendigo in Central Victoria, but with our
growth we soon had to start looking for a
“more suitable location”. Without going to
a fully enclosed system, the Victorian EPA
required us to have a 1.5 km buffer from
the nearest residence for substrate facility
approval. (The anomaly here is that a pig
farm only needs a buffer of 500 metres).
For three years we searched for a property
which would allow for future expansion i.e. a
property with access to power and water, but
with no neighbours. In 2001 we finally found
and purchased our current site of 400 acres
(160 ha) in Newbridge, the next town to the
south of Bridgewater.

PYRAMID QUARRIES
fter nearly twelve months from design
stage it was time to cut over the new
A
Industrial Conveying Australia built plant into

the crushing circuit.
On February 10th Trevor, his team from
Cohuna and Brett Jardine (Delcam) started on
the changeover. This involved removing the
existing conveyor system and discharge box
and fitting into place the last conveyor – and
then building a new discharge chute to feed
onto the new P1 conveyor.
Production at the secondary plant was kept
going by carting rock which had already
been set aside back to the surge pile so that
no production was lost during the change
over period.
February 21st ICA started commissioning
the plant running and tracking belts and
dealing with any problems as they presented
themselves and at long last primary rock was
being fed back into the surge pile again.
The primary upgrade was officially wound
up with an opening on Thursday afternoon,
10th March with a tour of the quarry and
plants, some thank you’s and afternoon tea.
All had a great day. A second opening
on 17th March was also held to showcase
the plant to shires, contractors and water
authorities of its versatility.

LAKE COOPER QUARRIES
riving up the hill into Lake Cooper
Quarries you will now be greeted by a
D
large telescopic, radical stacker. The recently
installed mobile stacking unit is linked to a
new pugmill and blending bins that allow
controlled mixing and wetting of various
crushed rock products. These products can
now be stacked in separate piles which are
spread automatically by the programmable
stacking conveyor unit. This means less
handling of materials, quicker production,
less chance of segregation, better loading
conditions and safer traffic flows.
The Thor Stacker is made in Canada
but the rest of the gear is local. The bins
and conveyors are yet another example of
Mawsons’ in-house skills in plant design
and construction. Ray Crellin, Adrian Bull,
Phillip Wright, Joe McArdle, Mick Coobs
and the Delcam crew worked in conjunction
with Hocking’s Electrical to build the plant.
With a bit more landscaping, some catwalk
improvements and provision for a cement
silo the new facility will be complete.
Congratulations to everyone involved for a
job well done!

The site is the centre of the Victorian wheat
belt so we are close to one of our main
ingredients, wheat stubble. We grow some
of our own straw and buy the rest from local
farmers, normally up to a maximum of 50
kilometres from home. The local farmers
also donate some of their income from the
straw sales to the local sports clubs, so we
have become involved in the community
spirit of the three closest towns, Bridgewater,
Newbridge and Arnold. The Arnold Cricket
Club has just finished building new clubrooms
with the proceeds from the straw sales, and
the members are rapt. However, with a
population of 10 in the town, they struggle to
field a cricket team!
There is also a substantial chicken industry
in the area, centred around the Hazeldene
Chicken Company, so we have access to our
favourite ingredient – chicken manure – by
the ship load, so to speak.
So, getting back to the site, we bought
our precious piece of land in August 2001;
by December 2001 we had our EPA Works
Approval, our Town Planning Approval and
our Building Approvals (the local council
was very supportive of our employmentgenerating enterprise). We poured 800 m3
(4500 m2 at 175 mm thick) of concrete over
summer then built a 54 m x 32 m shed. By

July 2002 we were producing substrate at
our new Phase 1 facility. Up and running in
12 months! We were exhausted but we still
had more to do – we had to relocate our
Phase 2 and 3 facility.
The plan was to complete the relocation
by February 2003, but the drought of
2002-3 forced us to change our priorities.
The theme for the year was pull the belt in,
get more efficient, but stay focused on the job
of producing the best product. In hindsight
that year was a good time for consolidation
and actually helped us avoid burning out,
which may have changed if we had stayed
in fifth gear all the time. We still kept up a
good speed in fourth gear and worked well.
2003-04 was a better year for wheat stubble
and we were able to take it up to fifth gear
again and relocate the remainder of our
operation in the period January – March
2004. We poured another 200 m3 (1300m2
at 150 mm thick) of concrete and built
another smaller (10 m x 20 m) processing
shed. We are back in fourth gear again now
which is still hectic and exciting, but at the
same time manageable. And the good part is
we know we can step it up again if needed.
We are going through another expansion
phase (did it ever stop?) which requires
another 200 m3 (1300 m2) of concrete.
Our EPA Works Approval (the Victorian
equivalent of an EPA Licence) allows us to
produce up to 700 tonnes of substrate per
week. Our Phase 1 process takes place under
a roofed area, with aeration in ALL of the
concrete compost preparation area, including
the pre-treatment area. We modestly claim
that it is the first facility in the universe to be
fully aerated. There is a misting system in the
roof so that we can maintain moisture levels
with precision. We use flat piles for the first
half of the composting process, which, being
aerated, is similar to the bunker system.
For the final week of the process we use
specialized turning equipment to form and
turn ricks. The ricks are also on air.
Over in Phase 2 we have designed our
own in-vessel bulk pasteuring tunnels and
we have developed our own software for full
automatic control of the process. After years
of measuring and recording water gauges,
manometers, fans speeds, damper settings etc
we designed, built, modified and re-modified
and ended up with something pretty similar

to an off-the-shelf system that you would buy
from European manufacturers. But hey, we
like ours more because it is just as good,
definitely cheaper, and we did it ourselves.
And besides, when we were younger it
was good fun to camp in a tent behind the
tunnels, checking readings through the night!
They say you learn from your mistakes!
What was it that Confucius said? “I hear and
I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I
understand”.
Some of our customers take Phase 3
substrate. This used to be in bags (average
18-20 kg) but at Christmas time we
commissioned our new Alpi block making
machine, and we expect most bag customers
will convert to blocks as we help them
overcome the logistics involved (shelf design,
casing procedure etc). Since we are able to
palletize the blocks, we will be able to supply
blocks to any farm in Australia. It looks like
Australia will follow the European trend away
from bags towards blocks, as there will be
several block making machines operating in
Australia by 2005.
If the eighties were good, the last ten years
have been fantastic. Being in a large part
responsible for the fortunes or otherwise
of our clients is a huge challenge but very
rewarding. Employing fifteen people in a
small country town is rewarding in itself too.
Running a company like ScatoPlus is an
energy rush, we have grown so fast we
haven’t had a chance to catch our breath,
and we are so used to this pace that we
don’t want it to stop. We try to share this
energy with the staff as we strive for our goal
of providing the best product with the best
service. Never in the history of the universe
has anything been so important to us! And
never has there been a better time to be in
this industry!
ScatoPlus wish to publicly express their
appreciation for the excellent work carried
out by their concrete contractor – Randall
Perry of Perry Contractors, Charlton,
Phone 0427 528 968.and also for the
quality product and service provided by
Mawsons Concrete.
Below are photos of how the aerated slab
was prepared and of the actual concrete
pours.

